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考试预测机经中提醒考生们关注四套托福考试机经，分别

是2009.5.31、2009.7.25、2009.9.12和2009.10.10这四套大陆机经

。现在我们将把这四套机经的写作范文整理出来供大家参考

，希望能助各位一臂之力。 09.07.25CN：Do you agree or

disagree with the following statement?Being creative, rather than

planning carefully, helps people come up with the best solution to a

problem. If I were asked which weapon I prefer to use to win a

battleshield or spear, I think I would lose using any weapon alone. It

can be vividly compared to this topic. When finding solutions to a

problem, a careful plan is like a strong shield protecting us from

going into chaos, while creativity is like a sharp spear helping us solve

problems efficiently. We need both of them. To begin with, let’s

look at the importance of being creative. On the one hand, being

creative can help people think out of the box and find effective

solutions. On the other hand, without ideas coming from creative

thinking, plan can be nothing but a mere scrape of paper. Here is an

example of being creative. Back to the years when online trading was

not so prevailing as it is today, most books were sold in bookshops.

As a result, there was a limited space to store books and a limited

radius of potential customers. To solve such problems, Amazon

decided to store their books in large warehouses and sell them on the

Internet. In this way, they can offer a greater 0selection of books at a



lower cost and to more people. This creative idea not only solved the

problems of limited space of storage, but also made Amazon.com a

success in an already competitive market. However, most of the

time, creativity alone cannot guarantee a best solution. Creative ideas

need to be organized and planned carefully to be effective. Planning

is leveraged time. Several minutes planning before tackling a problem

can improve our productivity and efficiency greatly. Lacking this

step, any good idea from brainstorm may be fruitless. Here is an

example of my own. At the end of every semester, I always run into a

rushing time, because I have to prepare for the examinations, finish

several papers, and close some research report. It is quite easy to get

lost in such a busy time. Thus, I started to learn planning strategically

to improve my efficiency. I would establish a “to do” list

according to priorities of things and tick off the items as I move

forward. In this way, I can manage my time and solve multiple

problems at the same time. In conclusion, I would like to quote a

saying from General Eisenhower, “In preparing for battle I have

always found that plans are useless, but planning is indispensable.”

If we plan without being creative, it is certainly meaningless. The best

solution to a problem always comes up when planning carefully and

thinking creatively work together. 相关推荐： #0000ff>2010年11
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